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1. INTRODUCTION 

The application of high energy hadrons as probes for the nuc
lear matter distribution studies has long been a difficult prob
lem/l~ A need for such studies arises in attempts to obtain in 
a direct way some information about the neutron density distribu
tion in nuclei. We now have a precise kno~ledge of the shapes. 
and sizes of charRe distributions of nuelei. throughout the pe
riodic table, as a result of the extremely accurate electron 
scattering experiments by Hofstadter and eollaborators in the 
mid-fifties /21. The indieations are quite s t rong that the neut
ron distribution does nat differ markedly from the proton one/3 / 

and does not extend by much beyond it; there is inadequate di
rect evidence on the neutron distribution inside thenuclei, 
and what there is, is no t conelusive 11,3/, The difficulty in mea
suring neutron, or nucleon, distributions is, of eourse, that 
the electromagnetic interaction provides little information. 
After considerations, we were led to the conclusion that the 
only probes of the whole nuclear matter distribution must be 
strongly interacting /1/. 

But,many methods which have be,en used,in studying the nuclear 
structure by means of the strongly interacting probes necessa
rily involved some model-dependences of the results obtained. 
Moreover, the collision of a hadron with a nucleus does not dis
tingush itself by the basic simplicity, similarly as the colli 
sion of electrons with nuelei. The hadron-nucleus collision le
ads, in contrast, to interaction of particles of rather compli
cated structure - as pion and proton with nucleus, or as a nucle
us with a nucleus. 

Thus, some model-independent method should be worked out and 
more experimental investigations are clesired usin8 the method 
which, in a direct way, will tell us as much and more about the 
neutrons in nuclei. 

The aim of this work is: a) to work out a new method for nuc
lear matter distribution studies using strongly interacting pro
bes; b) to determine, as an example, the nuclear matter distri 
bu t í.on in xenon 131 Xe 54 nuc l.eus , a'nd to obtain an information 
about the ne u t r orr-p r o t on ratio Nn/N p in this nuc l eus ; N n and Np 
are the neutron and proton numbers eorrespondingly. 
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2. METHOD 

Before to oresent our method, let us introduce some difini
tions and units, adequately for the object under study. 

Information about inner'structure of a nucleus is to be ob
tained from the analysis of collisions of hadrons with layers 
of nuclear matter of various thicknesses, the hadrons interac
ted with. We ,must determine the ability for a hadron to interact 
inside nuclear matter layers, therefore, and to characterize 

\the layers as conveniently as possible. 
The atomic nucleus for the projectiles falling randomly on ~llit is a s'pherical piece of nuclear matter and we characterize it ) 

as a targetby its maximum thickness '\'max, mean t h í ckne s s '<À>, 
I 

and the thickness ,\,(~ at a ~iven distance from nuclear center, 
or at a given Lnpac t parameter b . From the well-known charge 
distribution in nuclei, under assumption that the neutron den
sity distribution does not differ markedly from the proton dist 
ribution (from the Fermi distribution/3 / , for example), the pro
b ab i l.í t y W[',\(b)] can be evaluated/6/ that hadrons, in colliding 
with a given target nucleus, falI on the nuclear matter layer 
thickness '\'(b). AlI the thicknesses Àmax ' <À>, and '\(b) we will 
express, for natural convenience, in nucl/S - in nucleons per 
some area S ::: f7D~"", 10.3 fm 2, where Do is the nucleon diameter. 
w"hen s uch units are used, the probability W[À(b)] W('\'(b) .S]2: 

:::W(nN(b)] =W(n N) , where 0N.1s the number of nucleons contai
ned within the volume ÀS centered on the hadron course. 

For a given target nucleus, characterized by its charge Z 
and mass A numbers, the lengths can be expressed in proton/S, 
urider assumption that the neutron-proton ratio within the nuc
leus 'is the same as the (A-Z)/Z ratio. 

A hadron as a projectile we characterize by the mean free 
path for its total interaction in nuclear matter '<À >,connect 
ted with the total hadron-nucleon cross section Ut in S/nucleon 
units. In characteriz~ng a hadron in such a way, it should be 
remembered that it is correct when the nucleons scatter or ab
sorb the hadron wave independently of each other; for the inde
pendence condition to hold strictly it is necessary that both 
the hadron wavelength and·the range of the hadron-nucleon in
teraction be smal~er than the average internucleon spacing; 
the first of conditions is fulfilled at energies higher than 
about 1 GeV, the second is almost fulfilled and we take it to 
be so. 

In hadron~nucleus colli~ions nucleons are emitted plentiful
ly, Qf kinetic energies from about 20 up to about 400 MeV, we 
call them "fast nucleons" - they are knmV'n as the v,-track lea
ving particles if fast pro tons are identified in emulsions. 

Now we can express our metho4. The underlyine principIe of 
it is formed by following experin~ntal findings nbtained in.stu
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dying the hadron passages through nuclear matter during about 
seven last years by Strugalski and collaborators/4-7/ : 

1. Any hadron of kinetic energy higher than the pion produc
tion threshold causes emission of last nucleons from the target 
nuclei in passing throu8h nuclear matter layers of thicknesses 
Ànucl/S in them; the number nN of the nucleons emitted is/4/ : 

n N ::: ÀS(1 _ e -À/ <Àt > ) . (] ) 

2. The probability P (np ) to emit np fast protons, whennN 
a hadron collided with a given nuclear matter layer thickness 
À nucl/S and met 0N lé >S nucleons within the volume ÀS centered 
on its course, is /5.7/: 

(n ) = C n p ( ~) n p (l _ ~) n N - np ( 2 )
 
P nN p n N A A '
 

np
,V'here C n N = n N 1/[ n p I (n N - n p ) I]. 

3. The patricle ~roduction process in hadron-nucleus collisi 
ons does not influence the nucleon emission pracess at any pro
jectile energy; due to the loss of a part of the projectile ener
gy used for the particle production, some shortening of the path 
in nuclear matter at energies smaller than a few GeV shpuld be 
taken into account/4/ . 

The findings, together with our precise knowledge of the sha
pes and sizes of the proton, or charge, distributions in nuc
lei/2/, allowed to describe quantitatively the multiplicity np 
distribution N(n ) of fast pro tons emitted from a given target 
nucleus when bom~arded by a definite projectile hadron at defi 
ni te energy /8/: 

n ::: DS' 
N 

'" - nrlo t n Z n Z n - D
 
N(n p) k .I:J W(oN)(l-e )Cn~ (--) P(l- _) N p (3)
 

n >= 1 N A A 
N 
nN~ Dp 

nN"" DS -nr/<nt> -1 

where k is the normalization coefficient k = ( Ir (1- e) ] 
DNO::: 1 

DN:::DS :::ÀmaxS and D is the nucleus diameter in nt-1-cl/S,.<nt>::: 
= .<À t >8. 

This formula holds at hadron energies above a few GeV without 
limi tations - for pions above ~ 3 GeV, for pro tons above - 6 GeV; 
at lower energies the thicknesses Ànucl/S of nuclear matter 
layers covered by tne hadrons are shortened, because of hadron 
energy 108s/4/ in nuclear matter. 
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Predic tions on N(n p) by this formula, when a t the known char

ge Z and mass A numbers for a given nucleus are in fact those
 
which one expects to obtain according to the cornrnonly known in

dication that the matter distribution in nuclei does not differ
 
by kuch frOIU the wel1-known experimentally electric charge dis

t r i bu t i on , Lf" i t is not the case, the predic ted N(n p) di s t r i bu

t on should differ evidently from the experimental1y ob t a í ne d
í 

one, and we will have corresponding direct evidence that the 
charge and matter distributions in nuclei are different. 

Thus, to obtain an information about nuclear matter distribu
tion in nuclei, relatively to the charge distribution, we should 
prepare and analyse an accurate proton multiplicity distribution :1 
N(np') exp from	 experiment for a sample of collision events of a 
definite hadron with a defihite target nucleus; in this nucleus 
the nuclear matter density distribution is to be searched. It 
will be enough to search for the neutron-proton ratio, because 
the proton distribution is known accurately. 

Let us do ,it	 for xenon nucleus, using our experimen131Xe54
 
tal data on p.ion-xenon nucLeus collisions at 3.3 GeV energy /9/.
 

3.	 THE DETERMINATION OF THE RADIAL DEPENDENCE
 
OF THE NEUTRON-P~OTON RATIO NnlNp IN 131XeS4NUCLEUS
 

The proton mul tiplici ty n p dis trubution N(n p) exp for abo u t 
20000 fast pro tons emitted in 6301 pion-xenon nucleus collisions, 
registered in the ISO litre xenon bubble chamber/10/of the Mos
cow Institllte	 of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, exposed 
to	 3.3. GeV energy negatively charged pions, is shown in the fi 
gure. The distribution N(n p) expressed by formula (3) is super
imposed on the experimental one, in this figure. In formula (3) 

Z = 54 and A = 131 were used as 
pen,,) the charge and mass numbers in 

the xenon nucleus are. 
Both the distributions are 

similar by much. It means that: 
I.	 The mean neutron~proton 

• !~I,-, 8"	 ratio in the xenon nucleus I ~
la ". 8 8 t f.i ao 

Fig. Fast proton multiplicity 
• 
•
o np distribution P(n p ) = N(n p ) in
 

-2 o pion-xenon nucleus collision
la	 • ,	 events at 3.3 GeV energy: e 
experiment~ o - prediction by 

o formula (3) ~hen Z = 54 and
 
-3 A = 131 ~ere used. Data are
 

I	 ! tI! I • Q I I I • /9/la O 2 4 6 8 la /2 14 16 'Y'1. p from our prein.oure ioork. . 
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is constant and equals Nn/N p =(A -Z)/Z. independently of the 
distance from the nuclear center. This result agrees wel1 with 
the commonly existing opinion that indications are quite strong, 
that the neutron distribution does not differ markedly from the 
proton one, and does ~ot extend by much beyond it /3/; 'the opi
nion is true! 

2. The Nn/N p =(A -Z)/Z is constant in average; nevertheless, 
the hadron meets along its path in the nucleus the namber of the 
protons according to formula (2) /5,8/ 

4.	 CONCLUSION AND REMARKS 

On the basis of the above presented results, it can be conclu
ded that: The matter distribution in atomic nucleus does not dif 
fer markedly from the charge distribution and does not extend 
by much beyond it; the matter distribution is constant but. the 
neutron-proton ratio as seep by hadron probes corresponds to the 
above-written law (2), in average the proton-neutron ratio is 
cons tant and equal to (A - Z) / Z. 

But, we obtained information about one nucleus, more measu
rements, for other nuclei are needed. 

It should be noted that the nuclear matter density distribu
tion in nuclei can be obtained this way explicitly - from the 
N(np) exp distribution, as well. 

This work is performed oartly under su~port in the Central 
Program of Fundamental Research in Poland, CPBP - 01.09. 
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CTpyranbcKHH 3. H ~p. El-86-642 
Onpe~eneHHe nnoTHOCTeli MaTepHH B R~pe KCeHoHa 
lSlXe54 C llOMO~biD OTpH~aTenbHO sapR~eHHb~ UHOHOB 

TipeAITaraeTCR CTIOC06 onpe~eneHHR nnOTHOCTH R~epHOH MaTepHH 
c noMo~biD a~poHos. B KaqecTBe npHMepa onpe~erreHo pacnpe~eneHHe 
MaTepHH B R~pe KCeHOHa, Pacnpe~eneHHe MaTepHH He OTnHqaeTCR 
cy~ecTBeHHo oT pacnpe~eneHHR sneKTpHqecKoro sapR~a H He pacnpo
CTpaHReTcR CHnbHO BHe ero; pacnpe~eneHHe MaTepHH MO~eT 6b!Tb He
H3MeHHblM, HO qHcno npOTOHOB, BCTpeqaeMbiX ap;poHaMH npH nepeceKa
HHH RApa no ~aHHOMY Kypcy, MeHReTCR orrpe~eneHHblX o6pa30M, XOTR 
B cpe~HeM qHcno 3TO COOTBeTCTByeT COOTHOilleHHID (A-Z)/Z. 

Pa6oTa BbinOnHeHa B ITa6opaTOPHH Bb!COKHX 3HeprHH mmu. 

Coo6meHHe 061.e.D.HHeHHoro HHcmryra JIJlepHhiX HccneAOBaHHii. lly6Ha 1986 

Strugalski Z. et al. El-86-642 
The Determination of Matter Densities in 131 Xe54 
Nucleus Using Negatively Charged Pions 

Method for nuclear matter density distribution determination 
using strongly interacting probes is proposed. As an example 
the matter distribution in xenon nucleus is determined. The mat 
ter distribution in the nucleus does not differ markedly from 
the charge distribution and does not extend by mach beyond it; 
the matter distribution seems to be constant but the number of 
the protons met by a hadron in traversing nucleus changes in 
definite manner, on average this number corresponds to the neut 
ron-proton ratio (A-Z)/Z. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 
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